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Abstract: 

In recent times, many scams like Card Skimming, Shoulder Surfing, Fake PIN Pads, Phishing, etc., were carried out by some anti-

social elements. Not only in ATM’s, but also in bank lockers, Vot ing machine’s, etc. Th is aims to improve the security level using 

biometrics as primary authenticating factor comprising of Fingerprint and Iris  primarily which reduces the chance of above 

mentioned cyber threats. For providing a high level security in authentication QR code scanner, fingerprint reader, Iris scanner 

and a PIN pad to enter the password are used. A PIN number and fingerprint can be easily stolen from the user, using thermal 

cameras or other means for PIN; and silica gel or by other means for fingerprint. An additional Biometric namely, Iris recognit ion 

uses an iris pattern which cannot be stolen as easier as fingerprint. In addition, ATM cards are rep laced with QR code based ATM 

cards to avoid malfunction like mismatching of Biometrics . At once the authentication is successful in all the four factors, it 

activates the stepper motor, which implies the applications like ATM cash Dispenser, Smart Door Lock system and other security 

applications. Here, MATLAB is used as front end process and keil code runs at back end in ARM 7 Processor. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the last few years a new area of engineering science has 

been established whose products are likely to create a large 

market in the near feature. It has been called “BIOMETRICS”.  

Security becomes a serious issue in recent times, due to many  

anti-social elements.  

 

This happens because the present security systems still verify  

only the belongings and not the user. The security applications 

are designed so as to verify whether the password entered is 

true or false; and in some extreme applicat ions, verifies the 

fingerprint is true or false to authenticate [1].  

 

The security level of such systems proves that there is major 

chance of being victimized to cyber threats. Nowadays, 

Stealing once PIN or password is easier, moreover 

advancement in System hacking can steal anyone of our PIN or 

Passwords [2].  

 

Secondarily, in order to overcome PIN or password scams , 

biometrics came into account. Of that the most unique 

biometric is Finger impression in every individuals. Hence, 

Fingerprint has been chosen as a security parameter in security  

systems. But, after a simple analysis of the disadvantages of 

fingerprint revealed that the fingerprint is unique, and it can be 

duplicated using a silica gel. 

 

 After a brief analysis, the work uses an Iris recognition 

technique in addition with the security system along with 

current applications. The reason to choose Iris recognition is 

for its uniqueness, and cannot be easily stolen as Fingerprint, 

without the knowledge of the user. 
 

The work is to develop a biometric authentication scheme in  

ATM banking systems [3] providing a multi-level security. 

ATMs are now a normal part of daily life and people carry 

ATM cards in their daily life. There are more possibilities to 

lose them or even the informat ion stored in it can be hacked 

easily. Together with the development of biometric 

authentication, integrated biometrics and cryptosystems [4] has 

also been addressed. For remote biometric authentication, the 

images need to be encrypted before Transmitted.  

 

The permutation of pixels, the substitution of gray level values, 

and the diffusion of the discredited map can encrypt an image 

effectively. This work an embedded biometric authentication 

protocolis proposed. The iris and fingerprint image acquired  

from the user is encrypted in the ATM terminal for 

authentication. The encrypted image [4] is then transmitted 

over the secured channel to the central banking terminal. In the 

banking terminal iris and fingerprint image is decrypted. 

 

The decrypted image is compared with the iris and fingerprint  

templates. The authentication is valid if the minutiae and iris 

pattern matching is successful and then the user had to enter 

the correct password to make transactions or to enquire 

balance. Then the transaction becomes successful. 

 

II.   MOTIVATION 

 

In most of the cases, user complains that their bank card was 

lost and the password is stolen. Nowadays, stealing once stored 

electromagnetic informat ion of an ATM card, using a 

skimming device or by any other latest technology is quite 

easier.  
 

But the user cannot suspect whether his fingerprint was stolen 

without his knowledge, as the user uses their bare hands to get 

in touch with physical object in our everyday life. Hence, the 

thief can now easily use that object to retrieve the user’s 

fingerprint.  

 

The user cannot be conscious about his fingerprint being stolen 

at all occasions. The main aim is to provide additional or 

multi-level security to the current security systems in ATM 
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machines and security door systems, etc. to reduce the chance 

of being victimized to cyber threats i.e. QR scanning, Iris 

recognition,  

 

Fingerprint recognition and then by entering the password 

without the use of usual ATM cards. Successive verificat ion is 

achieved individually in the following order, QR code, Iris, 

Fingerprint and finally pops out a keypad window in the 

controller d isplay to enter the password after being enrolled. 

Once the verification is successful the interface between the 

controller and Stepper motor (Cash Dispenser) is initiated [5]. 

 

Nowadays, keeping an ATM card handy is not at all safe, 

because there is a chance that someone can steal it, or latest 

technology updates facilitates to steal the ATM cards 

informat ion by just passing very closely to the user. By this, 

user may not aware of losing privacy of their Bank card’s 

informat ion. So, people started looking for a highly secured 

ATM machines and other security systems to get rid of anti-

social elements. 

 

III.   PROPOS ED S YSTEM OVERVIEW  

 

The process flow diagram (figure 1) and Flow chart (Figure 2) 

given below contains an ARM7 [6-7] controller interfaced with  

PC Webcam, fingerprint reader, cash dispenser, keypad and 

buzzer. When a person wants to draw the amount from their 

savings user needs to scan his QR code [8] using webcam to  

verify that user is a customer of that bank.  

 

If this matches, user has to give iris pattern on the Webcam. 

The data read sent to microcontroller through comport. Once 

the data is read the iris details is compared with the database. If 

this matches then the person asked to give forefinger 

impression on the fingerprint scanner. Again the data read is 

sent to microcontroller through com port.  

 

Once this data is read and fingerprint is compared with the 

database. If this matches then the person asked to enter 

password. If this matches then user gets access to draw the 

desired amount, if does not then there is  no possibility of 

transactions. Keypad is interfaced with the microcontroller 

which waits for input from user.  

 

Keypad interfaced will make the user to enter the password 

and the amount to be drawn. The amount entered by user is 

sent to microcontroller, performs corresponding operation and 

gives the data i.e., amount to be dispensed to note dispenser 

(By stepper motor indication).  

 

PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM:- 

 

 
 

Figure.1. Biometric system process flow diagram 

 

 
Figure. 2. Flow chart 

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

 
Figure.3. Block Diagram of Multi-level security using QR 

code Iris, fingerprint and password in banking system 

 

IV.   DES CRIPTION OF THE BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

The Block d iagram (figure 3) is described below about the 

interface to the ARM processor and respective components 

used. They are described as follows: 

 
A. ARM7TDMI 

The ARM7TDMI-S processor is a member of the ARM family  

of general-purpose 32-bit microprocessors. The ARM family  

offers high performance for very low-power Consumption and 

gate count. The ARM architecture is based on Reduced 

Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Principles.  
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The RISC instruction set, and related decodes mechanism are 

much simpler than those of Complex Instruction Set Computer 

(CISC) designs. This simplicity gives: 

 

 A high instruction throughput  

 An excellent real-time interrupt response 

 A small, cost-effective, processor macro cell.  

 
B.Microcontroller 

A Micro controller consists of a powerful CPU tightly coupled  

with memory RAM, ROM or EPROM), various I/O features 

such as Serial ports, Parallel Ports, Timer/ Counters, Interrupt 

Controller, Data Acquisition inter faces-Analog to Digital 

Converter (ADC), Digital to Analog Converter (ADC), 

everything integrated onto a single Silicon Chip. Any micro  

computer system requires memory to store a sequence of 

instructions making up a program, parallel port or serial port  

for communicating with an external system, timer/ counter for 

control purposes like generating time delays, Baud rate for the 

serial port, apart from the controlling unit called the Central 

Processing Unit. 

 
C. Finger Print Scanner 

A fingerprint sensor is an electronic device used to capture a 

digital image of the fingerprint pattern. The captured image is 

called a live scan. This live scan is dig itally processed to create 

a biometric template (a collection of ext racted features) which  

is stored and used for matching. It supports wide range of 

fingerprint sensor interoperability giv ing you a freedom to  

select a suitable sensor that most fits to your application. 

Furthermore, the fingerprint data for enro llment and 

verification are compatib le among different sensors, even if 

they are based on different technologies. This feature of 

unification presents  application manufacturers and system 

integrators with much more flexib ility than ever before. 

 

D. MAX- 232 

To allow compatibility among data communication equipment  

made by various manufactures, and interfacing standard called 

RS232 was set by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA). 

This RS-232 [9] standard is used in PCs and numerous types of 

equipment. However, since the standard was set long before 

the advent of the TTL log ic family, its input and output voltage 

levels are not TTL compatib le. In RS-232, a 1 is represented 

by -3 to -25V, while a 0 bit is +3to +25V, making -3 to +3 

undefined. For this reason, to connect any RS-232 to a 

microcontroller system, it needs voltage converters such as 

MAX232 to convert the TTL logic levels to the RS-232 

voltage levels and vice versa. So here MAX-232 is used to 

have compatibility between the Finger Print Scanner and  

microcontroller. 

 
E. PC Cam Section 

This section is basically meant to capture the QR code card 

(figure 4) and IRIS of the persons and to transfer this captured 

QR code and IRIS for Processing. Iris recognition analyses the 

features that exist in the colored tissue surrounding the pupil, 

which has 250points used for comparison, including rings, 

furrows, and freckles. Iris recognition uses a regular video 

camera system and can be done from further away than a 

retinal scan. It has the ability to create an accurate enough 

measurement that can be used for Identification purposes, not 

just verification. The probability of finding two people with 

identical iris patterns is considered to be approximately 1 in  

1052 (population of the earth is of the order 1010). Not even 

one-egged twins or a future clone of a person will have the 

same iris patterns. The iris is considered to be an internal organ 

because it is so well protected by the eyelid and the cornea 

from environmental damage. It is stable over time even though 

the person ages. Iris recognition is the most precise and fastest 

of the biometric authentication methods. 

 

V.   RES ULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Here in this process front end output (figure 5-12) for 

fingerprint and Iris is written in MATLAB code in windows 

operating system and back end is written in keil code [10]. 

MATLAB is used for convenient display of Fingerprint [11] 

and Iris [13-15] results, and it has more options to select, 

optimize. The output samples of the project are provided as 

follows: 

 

 
Figure.4.QR code 

 

 
 

Figure. 5. Iris recognition using MATLAB  

 

    
 

Figure. 6.Fingerprint input   Figure.7.Enhancement 

Output image 

 

    
 

Figure.8.Binarization Output Figure.9. Orientation output 
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Figure.10.Segmentation output    Figure.11. Detection core  

 

 
Figure.12.Dis play Minutae Output 

 

VI.   CONCLUS ION 

 

This paper presented a new mult ilevel security using 

Biometrics and password for security systems. This 

authentication system based on QR code, Iris, Fingerprint and 

finally password facilitates a very effective in providing 

security and privacy. This system is designed in such a way to 

be prone towards the recent cyber threats. The result of this 

project is more reliable when compared to any other 

technology used at present. Application of proposed work 

include Bank ATM’s  (Automated Teller Machine), Passport 

verification, Bank Lockers, Personal Lockers, Personal 

Computer security, Mobile security and Restricted area’s in  

Big organizat ions. In future, it can be modified to increase the 

security level by prompting the user to choose the type of 

security, where the type of security will also act as a password. 

By fo llowing this method, each user uses a different set of 

security levels, which does not allow a stranger to break the 

security of any user. Even though, if the stranger steals all the 

security informat ion, stranger could not aware of the security 

pattern or flow of the user, i.e. two or more security from the 

four parameters. 
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